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Foreword 
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FB3 Mathematik und Informatik, Universitiit Bremen, Postfach 330 440, D-28334 Bremen, 
Germany 
This special issue contains papers selected from ESOP’92, the fourth Eu- 
ropean Symposium on Programming. Seventy-one papers were submitted, out 
of which twenty-six papers were selected by the programme committee for 
publication in the conference proceedings. Seven of these were selected for 
publication in Science of Computer Programming and have been thoroughly 
revised after an additional reviewing process. 
ESOP’92 took place on February 26-28, 1992, at the University of Rennes. 
It was held jointly with CAAP, the Colloquium on Trees in Algebra and Pro- 
gramming, as the three previous symposia in Saarbriicken, Nancy and Copen- 
hagen. ESOP addresses fundamental issues and important developments in 
the specification and implementation of programming languages and systems. 
It continues lines begun in France and Germany under the names Colloque 
sur la Programmation and the GI workshops on Programmiersprachen u d 
Programmentwicklung. 
Although the papers were selected solely on the basis of their technical merit, 
they are to some extent representative for the current areas of research: the 
study of styles of functional programs (and associated semantics), of typing 
issues, and of abstract interpretation. The motivations for the theoretical devel- 
opments are practical: the results of semantics-based static analysis by abstract 
interpretation are used in verification, automated debugging, and as a prepa- 
ration to enable optimizing program transformations. The research on styles 
is also motivated by an (optimizing) semantics-based program manipulation 
technique: partial evaluation. Types enhance program reliability; to put it the 
other way around: one tries to achieve as much automatic verification as possi- 
ble by static type-checking. Type inference relieves the programmer from extra 
declarations; polymorphic types have become indispensable for abstraction and 
generalization. 
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“Back to direct style” by 0. Danvy is a paper about styles of functional 
programs: continuation-passing style and direct style. While most authors so 
far have studied the transformation from the latter to the former (e.g. for 
denotational semantics description), Danvy describes and proves correct a 
formal transformation from continuation-passing to direct style as an inverse 
of the other. This may lead to more readable programs, but the major incentive 
for studying the backwards map is its application in partial evaluation. 
“Dynamic typing: syntax and proof theory” by F. Henglein is an approach for 
a seamless integration of compile-time and run-time type-checking promising to 
keep the advantages of both. Dynamic types (a special type Dyn and dynamic 
type coercions) may be introduced, e.g. for communication with a persistent 
environment, while static checking is preserved where previously possible and 
only the unavoidable amount of dynamic checking is introduced. 
“A theory of qualified types” by M.P. Jones describes a general approach 
for a polymorphic type system restricted by predicates that includes a range of 
familiar type systems as special cases. It allows a precise treatment of explicit 
and implicit overloading and the definition for polymorphic overloaded values. 
“Inter-procedural type propagation for object-oriented languages” by J.M. 
Larcheveque obtains a precise call graph in the presence of late binding for 
function names, in linear time. A new form of symbolic interpretation (rep- 
resenting use-definition edges as reduction rules) requires a single pre-pass 
over each function. It provides information that can be re-used for other 
optimization tasks and keeps the analysis phase separate from a subsequent 
transformation phase, thus allowing more flexibility, modularity and, most 
importantly, incrementality. 
“Approximate fixed points in abstract interpretation” by C. Hankin and 
S. Hunt presents a scheme that computes arbitrarily precise approximations 
of the true least fixed point of a function, showing how it compares to the 
traditional widening/narrowing approach. 
“Reversing abstract interpretations” by J. Hughes and J. Launchbury achieves 
a unified understanding of forwards and backwards analyses. Using Galois con- 
nections as abstract functions promises safe reversal with no loss of accuracy. 
“The tensor product in Wadler’s analysis of lists” by F. Nielson and H.R. 
Nielson connects the implicit case analysis in Wadler’s strictness analysis 
with the precision that the tensor product allows. The introduction of the 
tensor product into abstract interpretation promises to have far-reaching con- 
sequences. 
I would like to thank Jean-Claude Raoult for the local arrangements and all 
members of the Programme Committee of the conference for their help in the 
paper selection process. 
